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T he SEVEN men tapped by ODK are: standing, Frits Plinke; Chief Justice Carl V. Weygandt; Harry Ling, Al Cob, and Bill Day. 

**Seven Men Chosen**

By ODK Honorary

Five men were tapped Friday morning for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership honorary.

Chief Justice Carl V. Weygandt of the Ohio Supreme Court and two representatives from Sigma Xi were among those present at the event.

Chairman of the ODK Selection Committee, Mr. Galloway, explained the purpose.

He said that his administration would in-
Student Senate is losing one of its better presidents when Jim Galloway is graduated next week. We feel that the Senate this year has accomplished a great deal despite the many hardship and misfortunes that have spotlighted on big issues in a strike that was caused by nothing other than the student dissatisfaction with the way student government has been handled. The Senate under Galloway has accomplished much but it was impossible under present circumstances for the Senate to elect a student legislature in a responsible manner.

There is no doubt in the minds of the students who have been with the students themselves because they have never taken the trouble to look for the truth. If the whole thing is not quite correct, the Senate has accomplished a great deal but much more still is to be done.

Beginning next semester a new president will take over at Student Senate and the Senate will change of officers once a year. We hope that we will be able to say the same thing about the new president at the end of next semester as we have said this time of Mr. Galloway.

Undemocratic ???

Secrecies and fractions are reported to have a dangerous influence on college students, according to a recent magazine article by Mrs. Glenn Frank, widow of the former president of the University of Wisconsin. These associations, she claims, are providing a complete “undemocratic” caste system through their process of choosing members. This seems to be the case that is put forth as regularly as the world is getting to the dogs, and with about as much effect.

It seems that when people reach a certain time in their or her life, they get the urge to make a generation with whom they grew up and comes up with the profound statement that the future is going to be one of complete disaster if there isn’t a “changing of the guard.” For some, the idea of having a place in the future is enough. There are those who are so afraid of the past that they are afraid of the future. There are those who still like the way things were. And there are those who seem to be proud of the past.

In 1957, the problem of screening Greek members is undemocratic. She does not take into consideration the fact that the future is not for everyone. It seems to be an easy way of deciding whether he or she wants to belong to a group or not.

Believing to a fraternity or sorority is underminded because it is not a complete organization that does not include the whole nation is opposed to the principles of this country. It is because of this that a group can not be called a fraternity or sorority.

I am a human being and I am human. It seems from where we all will be for the few years of our time, that we are the people who are the best. The people who person better than others, which will result in the forming of small groups and choose as “un-Americans” on it seems.

Large Audience Heats Orchestra

Fahney Shriver conducted the Indiana State Symphony Orchestra before a “seating-capacity” audience Sunday night in the Men’s Gym.

An enthusiastic reception was offered by the audience as it danced to the music of the orchestra. The audience, coming from the 85-piece orchestra before Kneore numbers were: “The Menagerie.”

The University is advertising the art for the playing band without the bid. The bids are to be sent to the Adjunct General’s office at Council House on or before Feb. 27.

Bids Advertised

All men interested in trying to make this body function correctly. After the October election (if an election is held), I’d like to apologize for wasting space.

Mrs. Richard Stabler’s case was dismissed because as a result of the hearing, the permanent design will be workable Brad did not have a new map and my brother was afraid of the consequences.

Use Six Cents To Mail News

Copied of the BEE GEE NEWS require six cents postage which resulted first class, in sealed envelopes, removed Paul Chalmers, manager of the University branch post office.

Recently letters containing copies of the NEWS have been return to the post office because of insufficient postage. The idea is that if you cross the paper, you have created as an envelope in which to place the letter.

There will be a chance for this process of screening Greek members:

It is not a change, but it is a change because it is not a complete organization that does not include the whole nation. It is because of this fact that the future is going to be one of complete disaster if there isn’t a “changing of the guard.” For some, the idea of having a place in the future is enough. There are those who are so afraid of the past that they are afraid of the future. There are those who still like the way things were. And there are those who seem to be proud of the past.
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Pictured above are Milton Rapp, former Sigma Chi Fraternity Secretary; Hugh Price, chapter advisor; Paul Kneuff, Grand Frater; and Ed Meredith, chapter president. These men were present at the recent Sigma Chi initiation banquet.

Writer Says Greek Groups Becoming More Influential

Seriousness and fraternities are reported to be widening a dangerous division on campus today than ever before, according to the results of a recent investigation made by Mrs. Glenn Frank, widow of the former president of the University of Wisconsin and a former secretary member. Mrs. Frank's report appeared in the February issue of Pugnax Magazine.

Warning that seriousness and fraternities are promoting a "complete un-American, undemocratic system," Mrs. Frank charges that the fraternity and sorority system of screening applicants for membership on the basis of blood, race, religion, and sex is responsible for insuring pernicious element to society. Her diagnosis with those who would follow failure to make a "hurry and get the facts. The system now in operation is the cause of the disease in our life—abuse of power, injustice, and similar conditions that are considered in selecting new fraternity members.

Mrs. Frank reports that fraternity and sorority members practice religious discrimination by setting quotas for Catholic students and preventing them from forming their own groups, thus creating segregation on the campus.

BROADENERS

A ROYAL PORTABLE—Makes Better School Marks

YOUR EVERY NEED IN PAPER AND SUP-PLES WILL BE FOUND HERE.

COMPLETE RENTAL AND REPAIR SERVICE FOR ALL MAKES OF TYPEWRITERS

REPUBLICAN PRESS

134 East Wooster
Phone 5721

In this era of long range flights, the role of the navigator has become increasingly important.

The U. S. Air Force now offers new opportunities to young college men between the ages of 20 and 24½ who are single and can qualify for such training.

If you can meet the high physical and educational standards (at least two years of college), and are selected, you can be among the first to attend the new one-year navigator training course at Ellington Air Force Base near Houston, Texas.

A new class begins each month!

You'll be an Aviation Cadet! And, you'll receive the best available training—including 184 hours in the new T-29 "Flying Flamingo."

Then, graduation! You'll win your wings as a navigator and a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the Air Force. Your office will be the "front office" of mighty bombers or long-range transport planes.

Be among the first to win your wings as a U. S. Air Force Navigator under the new "Free-flight Program—a key man on the Air Force team!

Air Force officer procurement teams are visiting many colleges and universities to explain these career opportunities. Watch for their details—or get full details at your nearest Air Force Base, U. S. Army and U. S. Air Forces Recruiting Station, or from your nearest U. S. Air Force, Administration: Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington, D. C. 20.
**IT'S ALL GREEK**

BOBBIE HERBERT

A banquet held at the Warner's Club Jan. 15 ended the initiation ceremonies for 11 new Chi Omega members. Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Kautz, Grand Præxlor, Ohio Province; Milton E. Raup, former national field secretary of Sigma Chi; Mr. and Mrs. Hugh B. Price, alumni advisor; and Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Ogge, Dr. and Mrs. Frank G. Mo- serve; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mac- mahan; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Barret; and Mrs. C. L. Smith were guests at the dinner.

The 11 new initiates are Vera Faublc, Gene Frueh, Jerry Burden, Gene Raggs, Charles Kautz, Ray Florio, Jan Javea, King Mathews, and Bob Combs.

Ken Kinnele was honored with presentations at the outstanding pledge award.

**PARTIES**

The Delta's had a "Hard Times" party in the Lab School gym Saturday night from 9:00 to 1:30. The music was supplied by records and the overhead includes expenses for one student announcer and dinner. The DKLTs had a "Hard Times" party in the Lab School gym Saturday night from 9:00 to 1:30 and make out a shopping list for the joking. The Delta Chi Eps will be forward to them when they become available next spring.

February graduates who de- cide to enrol in the University of Illinois College of Agriculture will be welcomed by the University College of Agriculture February 8 and 12.

Chi Omega girls entertained the actives after Kisselle and Norm Burden, SIGMA for dancing later in the evening.

\[\text{footnote: CHIs, entertained the actives after Kisselle and Norm Burden, SIGMA for dancing later in the evening. Favorite records, providing music. As an admission fee, each couple pledged award.}

**Future Broadcasts**

Future broadcasts of Palermos games will be broadcast nightly on WMCO. The men were: Vincent, Jim Jarvis, King Mathews, and Mrs. C. I. Smith were guests. The IIf new initiates are Vern Brown, Bill Ritchie, Bob Whalely. The IIc officers for second semester are: Robert Moorehead, treasurer; and Jerry Moorehead, vice president; K. K. Alberts, Jack Kleitz, Robert Pine, Dick Kelly, and Chuck Sherman.


**THE MARIGOLD**
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On Second Thought
by JACK SATCL

FOOTBALL PLAYERS aren't always rough right to the core. Don Coleman, Michigan State's star sophomore, spoke to several reporters before the game. The 190-pound New York was one of the nation's tallest linemen in 1940, but gave a roused account of himself in an interview. Some coaches believe Charley is mild enough that he goes home to Flint, Mich. each weekend as a Sunday school class.

WHICH IS IT?

YOU MAY have noticed a decided inconsistency in the spelling of Mr. C. Share's first name. Which is correct: Charley or Charlie? It has appeared both ways in the NEWS. Members of the NEWS staff for their help, and last, but certainly not least, to Bowling Green Sport as we will be watching with much interest your institution come Feb. 3. The sports pages is mild enough that he goes home (to Flint, Mich.) each weekend.

Bowlay Green Bowling Green's grapplers face the world. High School driving courses have consistently reduced to below the general highway accident rate of young drivers who have been driven away from them. Such courses have taught us how to be more successful in

SPORTS

To describe your family, you can

BARTLETTGRAM

Tom Bartlett Says:

By JERRY HENDERSON

Bowling Green's grapplers face a rough schedule between tournaments with Western Reserve's Bowler scheduled for Feb. 2. In Cleveland, and K i n d h a m State Teachers for Feb. 3. Both teams are tough and promise to give the Falcons a real test.
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By CHARLIE SHARE

NEWS Outdribbles KEY

In Journalistic Cage Battle

Two nights later the Falcons move down to Los Angeles to play a game with Loyola in the Pac-10 Pacification. Since RSU romped over the same team here in December, 78-77, this should not be too stern a test.

Bob Smith, sparkplug of the News to maintain their late lead advantage and the half with Dick Bailey scoring first.

The Game Ball Game's sure sport a record of 2 wins and 10 defeats. They lost to Saint Louis State early in the season, 58-81, and also to Pepperdine. One of their two victories was over College of Propriety, and the other came at the expense of the Frisco Young Men's Independent.

For Lunches, Midnight Snacks, Cocktail Parties and just plain every day eating.

TASTY, DELICIOUS FOODS

In any store between New York and Chicago. All moderately priced.

Kosher Meats and Breads

Amazing selection of imported and domestic beverages of all kinds. Serviced cold.

Caterers to Picnic, Fraternities, Sororities and Private Parties

PUNCHES OF ALL KINDS A SPECIALTY

Delivery Service

Open every day 10:00 a.m. to 12 p.m.

PHONE 15791

BEE GEE DELICATESSEN AND CARRYOUT

110 West Merry Avenue

HELEN CARVER

Charming Humber Alumna, says:

"MILDRED... M. . . MILDRED... that's why I find Chesterfield much more pleasant to smoke."

HELEN CARVER

CHESTERFIELD - "SOUTH SEA SINNER" A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

CHESTERFIELD

They're MILDERS! They're TOPS! - IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

A.A. C. B. CHESTERFIELD

They're MILDERS! They're TOPS! - IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

Copyright 1939, Lancer a House Tobacco Co.

They're MILDERS! They're TOPS! - IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

Copyright 1939, Lancer a House Tobacco Co.

*By Susan Hollander Editor